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Abstract In this paper the concepts of componentwise asymptotic stability with 
respect to a differentiable vector function h( t) (approaching 0 as t -+ 00) 
(CWASh) and componentwise exponentially asymptotic stability 
(CWEAS), previously introduced, have been extended to Q-CWASh 
and Q-CWEAS (Q being a q x n real matrix), respectively, in order 
to cover the more general situation of polyhedral time-dependent fiow
invariant sets, defined by JQxJ :::; h(t), x E IRn, t E 1R+, symmetrical with 
respect to the equilibrium point of a given continuous-time linear system 
x = Ax, t E 1R+, x E IRn. It is proved that Q-CWASh is equivalent 
with the existence of a q x q matrix E such that EQ = QA, Eh(t) :::; 
h(t), where the bar operator C) transforms only the extra diagonal 
elements of E into their corresponding absolute values and does not 
change its diagonal elements. By specializing vector function h(t) in an 
exponentially decaying form, the concept of Q-CWEAS is characterized 
by the above mentioned matrix equation and an algebraic inequality. 
For Q = In these results consistently yield the earlier ones. As in this 
case, there exists a strong connection between Q-CWASh (Q-CWEAS) 
and the asymptotic stability, but now this connection is amended by 
the observability of the pair (Q, A). 

Keywords: Stability analysis, Flow-invariant sets, Time-invariant linear systems, 
Continuous-time systems, Discrete-time systems 

1. Introduction 

Consider the nonlinear dynamical system described by the differential 
equation: 

x = f(t, x), t E lR+, x E lRn , (1) 
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with 
f(t, 0) = 0, t E lR+, (2) 

and the initial condition: 

(3) 

where f ensures the existence and the uniqueness of the Cauchy solution 
on the time interval [to, +(0). 

The purpose of this paper is to extend the concepts of componen
twise asymptotic stability (CWAS) and of componentwise exponential 
asymptotic stability (CWEAS), defined and characterized in previous 
works ([15], [16], [17]), to polyhedral flow-invariant sets, symmetrical 
with respect to the equilibrium point of system (1) (according to (2)): 

x = O. (4) 

In order to consistently specify the extensions taken into consideration, 
let us remind first some notations already used in the above mentioned 
works. Let v =: (Vi) and w =: (Wi) be two vectors of the same di
mension. We denote by Ivl the vector with the" components IVil and by 
v :::; wor by v > w the componentwise inequalities Vi :::; Wi or Vi > Wi 

respectively. 
Given a matrix Q E lRqxn , with rankQ = min(n, q) 1, and a con

tinuous differentiable vector function: 

h : lR+ -+ lRq , 

assume that the following conditions hold: 

h(t) > 0, t E lR+, 

lim h(t) = O. 
t--->oo 

The envisaged extensions refer to the following two definitions. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Definition 1 The system (1) is called Q-componentwise asymptotically 
stable with respect to h(t) (Q-CWASh ), iffor each to E lR+ and for each 
Xo with 

IQxol :::; h(to), 
the Cauchy solution of (1) satisfies: 

IQx(t)1 :::; h(t) for each t to. 

(8) 

(9) 

Definition 2 The system (1) is called Q-componentwise exponential 
asymptotically stable (Q-CWEAS) if there exist a positive vector 
d > 0, d E lRq , and a negative scalar r < 0 such that system (1) is 
Q-CWASh for: (10) 

The characterization of Q-CWASh and Q-CWEAS will be performed 
by using the flow-invariance method for which the following basic result 
is available ([6]). 
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Theorem 1 A time-dependent compact set X (t) c lRn , tElR+, is fiow
invariant for system (1) (i.e. for each toElR+ and for each Xo E X(to) 
the solution of (1), (2) satisfies x(t)EX(t) for each t'2to) if and only if 

lim T-1dist(v + T f(t, v); X(t + T)) = 0 (11) 
7!0 

for each t E lR+ and for each v E X(t). 

In relation (11) dist(v;X) = infwExdist(v;w) denotes the distance 
from v E lRn to the set X. 

The concept of flow-invariant time-dependent sets has been exploited 
in several works for studying particular properties of the solutions of 
various types of differential equations and is based on the pioneering re
searches in ([5], [2], [3], [4]). A remarkable monograph on this field is due 
to Pavel ([6]). The use of time-dependent rectangular sets X(t) C lRn , 

t E lR+, has been proposed by ([15], [16]) for continuous-time linear con
stant systems, resulting in the definition and analysis of special types 
of stability, namely the CWASh and CWEAS. An overview on the ap
plication of the flow- invariance method in control theory and design 
is presented in ([17]), including the case of continuous-time nonlinear 
dynamical systems. Exploiting the inequality-form of the characteriza
tions generated by time-dependent rectangular sets X(t) c lRn , t E lR+, 
further results on linear interval matrix systems, disturbed systems, 
uncertain systems, and a class of nonlinear systems have been reported 
in ([7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]). 

In order to characterize the concepts of Q-CWASh and Q-CWEAS 
(Definitions 1 and 2) by using Theorem 1, the following special type of 
time-dependent polyhedral set will be considered as flow-invariant set: 

X(t) =: {VE lRn; IQvl ::; h(t)} c lRn, t E lR+. (12) 

Remark 1 Under these circumstances it is obvious that, by taken q = n 
in (5) and Q = In (the unit matrix of order n) in (8) and (9) (but origi
nally in (12)), the Definitions 1 and 2 consistently yield the previously 
introduced concepts of CWASh and CWEAS respectively, defined and 
characterized in ([15],[16],[17]) and ([7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14]). In 
the case of an arbitrary Q ElRnxn , with rank Q = n, Q-CWASh and 
CWEAS operate in I mQ = lRn but in a new vector basis of lRn , different 
from that one in which system (1) is initially expressed. As mentioned 
in ([17]), by using the state similarity transformation x = Qx for system 
(1), the special CWASh and CWEAS and their characterizations for the 
corresponding transformed system are to be approached. • 

In Section 2 the characterizations in view of Definitions 1 and 2 
only for the linear constant continuous-time dynamical systems are per-
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formed. The concluding remarks and several comments related to some 
already existing particular results - see the survey paper ([1]) and the 
papers cited therein - are included in Section 3. 

2. Linear constant continuous-time dynamical 
systems 

System (1) is described by the following differential equation: 

(13) 

Remark 2 In terms of the definition of flow-invariant set X(t) (given 
by (12) with (5) - (7)), which is equivalent to Definition 1, the following 
state transformation is considered: 

(14) 

and, corresponding to system (13), the possible existence of the trans
formed system has to be taken into account: 

(15) 

Actually system (15) may represent system (13) in ImQ. For this pur
pose there exists a system matrix E E lRqxq if and only if the following 
consistency condition holds: 

(16) 

and E can be calculated with: 

(17) 

where E is an arbitrary matrix of order q, Iq is the unit matrix of the 
same order, and QI is an inverse of Q, namely (according to the case): 
it is a right inverse QR, QQR = Iq (for q < n), the regular inverse Q-l 
(for q = n) or a left inverse QL, QLQ = In (for q > n). 

It is a simple matter to see that: 
(i) in the case q < n there exists a matrix E if and only if (16) is 

satisfied with QI = QR, i.e. the following consistency condition is met: 

(18) 

(ii) in the other case, q 2:: n, always exists a matrix E given by (17) 
because (16) is satisfied for any QI = QL. • 

For the concise writing of the next result, let us remind that for a 
given square real matrix M =: (mij) we denote by M =: (mij) the 
matrix with mii = mii and mij = !mij!, i i- j. 
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Theorem 2 System (13) is Q-CWASh if and only if there exists a ma
trix E E lRqxq such that: 

EQ= QA, 

Eh(t) :::; h(t), t E lR+. 

(19) 

(20) 

Proof. The Q-CWASh of system (13), i.e. the flow-invariance of the 
set X(t) (given by (12) with (5) - (7)) is equivalent to the following two 
conditions: 

( i) on the one hand (according to Remark 2), the existence of system 
(15), i.e. of matrix E given by (19) which is expressed by (17) (either 
for any q ;:: n, or for any q < n if and only if (18) holds); 

(ii) on the other hand (according to Theorem 1), the inequality: 

IQ[v + T(Av + w(T)ll :::; h(t + T), (21) 

which must be componentwise fulfilled for each t E lR+, for each v with 
IQvl :::; h(t), for T > 0, small enough, and for a certain W : lR+ -+ lRn , 

with W(T) -+ ° as T 1 0. 
Now, combining (19) and (21) it equivalently results: 

IQV+T(EQv+QW(T)ll :::; h(t + T), (22) 

which must be componentwise fulfilled for each t E lR+, for each v with 
IQvl :::; h(t), for T > 0, small enough, and for W(T) -+ ° as T 1 0. 

According to the differentiability of h( t) there exists Z : lR+ -+ lRn , 

with Z(T) -+ ° as T 1 0, such thath(t+T)-h(t) = T h(t)+T Z(T), t E lR+. 
Thus, (22) is equivalent to 

IQV+T(EQv + QW(T)ll :::; h(t) + Th(t) + TZ(T), (23) 

which must be componentwise fulfilled for each t E lR+, for each v with 
IQvl :::; h(t), for T > 0, small enough, for W(T) -+ ° as T 1 0, and for 
Z(T) -+ ° as T 1 0. 

Using transformation (14), rewritten as u = Qv, it follows that the 
vectorial inequality (23) is equivalent to: 

and this must componentwise hold for each t E lR+, for each u E ImQ 
with lui:::; h(t), for T > 0, small enough, for W(T) -+ ° as T 1 0, and for 
z(T)-+OasT10. 

It is obvious that (24) must also hold for the maximum value and 
for the minimum value of each component of U+T Eu for T > 0, small 
enough, for tElR+ and for each uElmQ with lui :::;h(t). Since u+TEu 
is linear for u and the set X(t), given by (12) and rewritten as: 
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X(t) =: {uElmQ; lul:S; h(t)} , t E lR+, (25) 

is symmetrical with respect to x = 0, the extrema of the i-th component 
of u + T Eu for T > 0, small enough, can be reached, respectively, for 

± diag{sgneil' ... , sgneii-I, 1, sgneii+l, ... , sgneiq}h(t)EX(t), 
i=l, 2, ... , q, 

(26) 

where eij, i,j = 1,2, ... , q, are the elements of matrix E. Thus, for 
u = the i-th inequality from (24), after simplification by T > 0, is 
equivalent to: 

q 

eiihi(t)+ L leijlhj(t):s; hi(t)+Zi(T) =F Wi(T), i=l, 2, ... , q, (27) 
j=I,#i 

for each t E lR+, for T > 0, small enough, for W(T) --. ° and for Z(T) --. ° 
as T 1 0, where hi(t), Zi(T) and Wi(T) are the components of h(t), Z(T) 
and W(T), respectively. 

Now, taking into account that Z(T) --. ° and W(T) --. ° as T 1 0, the 
equivalence between (24) and (15) is proved. _ 

To this extent it is obvious that, according to Theorems 2 and 3 in 
([16]), the following results can be stated. 

Theorem 3 System (1) is Q-CWASh if and only if there exists a matrix 
E E lRqxq such that (19) and the following inequality are met: 

eE(t-17)h('l9) :s; h(t), t 2:: 'l9 2:: 0. (28) 

Theorem 4 A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
h(t) such that system (1) be Q-CWASh is the existence of matrix 
E E lRqxq satisfying (19) and E be Hurwitzian. 

Remark 3 Let 1-{ be the Abelian semi group of the solutions of (20) 
in the conditions of Theorem 4. Obviously, system (13) is Q-CWASh 

for each h E 1-{. Moreover, for each pair hI and h2 the Q-CWAShl is 
equivalent to CWASh2 . This allows us to specialize h(t) and to charac
terize in a more explicit manner the free response of system (13), namely 
according to Definition 2. _ 

Theorem 5 System (1) is Q-CWEAS if and only if there exists a matrix 
E E lRqxq such that (19) and the following inequality are met: 

Ed :S;rd. (29) 

Proof. It is immediate by replacIng (10) into (20). -In view of Remark 3 the following statement is obvious. 

Theorem 6 System (13) is Q-CWASh if and only if it is Q-CWEAS. 
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In the light of these results and according to Theorem 4 in ([7]) it is 
quite natural to state next the conditions that ensure the compatibility 
of inequality (29) regardless of its meaning in connection with CWEAS 
of system (13). For this purpose let us denote by Ai(E), i = 1, ... , q, the 
eigenvalues of E. 
Theorem 7 a. E has a real eigenvalue (simple or multiple), denoted by 
AmaJC(E) , which fulfils the dominance condition: 

Re[Ai(E)] S AmaJC(E), i = 1, ... , q. 

b. Inequality (29) is compatible if and only if 

AmaJC(E) Sr. 

(30) 

(31) 

Now, according to Theorem 8 in ([17]), the Q-CWEAS of system (13) 
can be further characterized as follows. 

Theorem 8 System (13) is Q-CWEAS if and only if there exists a ma
trix E E lRqxq such that (19) and one of the following equivalent condi
tions are met: 

(i) 
k -

(-1) Ek > 0, k= 1, ... ,q, (32) 

where Ek, k = 1, ... , q, are the leading principal minors of E; 
(ii) det E :f: 0, (-E)-l 0, (33) 

where the inequality is to be taken elementwise; 
q 

(iii) U Gi(Ed) C {s EC; Res< O}, (34) 
i=l 

q 

where Gi(Ed)={SEC; IS-eiil Sd-;l 2.: leijl dj }, i=l, ... , q, are the Gersh
j=l,#i 

gorin's discs associated to matrix Ed=diag{ d1\ ... , d;;l }x Ediag{ db ... , dq }, 

i.e. to E and vector d (having the components d1, ... , dn ); 

(iv) AmaJC(E) S r < O. (35) 

Unlike the special forms of CWASh and CWEAS, i.e.Q-CWASh and 
Q-CWEAS for Q = In, which are sufficient conditions for the asymptotic 
stability of systems (13) because E = A, in the case of an arbitrary 
Q according to (19), the relation between Q-CWASh (Q-CWEAS) and 
the asymptotic stability depends on the pair (Q, A). Obviously, in 
the context of Q-CWASh (Q-CWEAS), the dynamics of system (13) is 
actually observed by means of the transformation (14). As a matter of 
fact the state observability of system (13), (14), i.e of the pair (Q, A), 
plays here an adequate part and the following results will clarify its place 
in the mentioned relation. 
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Theorem 9 The observability properties of the pair (Q, A) are as fol
lows: 
- For q < n, system (13),(14) (pair (Q, A)) is partially state observable; 
the dimension of the completely observable part of system (13),(14) is q. 
- For q"2n, system (13), (14) (pair (Q, A)) is completely state obser
vable. 

Proof. It relies on the rank evaluation of (Q, A) - observability matrix 
performed as follows: 

rankO = rank [ I = rank [ I 
QAn - 1 Eq-lQ 

= rank [ I Q = min(n, q). (36) 

Eq-l 

The second equality in (3) becomes obvious by using (19) repeatedly. 
Further we take into consideration that: 

for q < n, rankQ = min(n, q) = q and rankO = q; 
for q "2 n, rankQ = min(n, q) = n, and rankO = n. _ 
In view of this result we can naturally state the next one. 

Theorem 10 System (13) is asymptotically stable if it is Q-CWASh 

(Q-CWEAS) and one of the following condition holds: 
(i) q < n and the unobservable part of system (13), (14), which evolves 

in the subspace Ker 0 c]Rn of dimension n-q, is asymptotically stable; 
(ii) q "2 n. 

It is eminently clear that condition (i) reveals that, in the case q < n, 
Q-CWASh (Q-CWEAS) evaluates only that part of dimension q of the 
dynamics of system (13),(14), which is completely state observable. In 
this respect the following sufficient condition for the partial asymptotic 
stability, ([18]), of system (13) in the subspace ]Rn\K er 0 may be stated 
too. 

Theorem 11 If system (13) is Q-CWASh (Q-CWEAS) and q < n, then 
the completely state observable part of system (13), (14), which evolves 
in the subspace ]Rn\K er 0 of dimension q, is asymptotically stable. 
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3. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, the concepts of CWASh and CWEAS, previously intro
duced by the first author, have been extended to Q-CWASh 
(Definition 1) and Q-CWEAS (Definition 2), respectively, in order to 
cover the more general situation of polyhedral time-dependent flow
invariant sets, symmetrical with respect to the equilibrium point of a 
given continuous-time linear system. The main results are formulated 
by Theorems 2-4, where the asymptotic behavior to the infinity of such 
a polyhedral set is expressed by a priori defined vector function h(t). 
These novel results are consistent with those mentioned above, in the 
sense that the characterization of Q-CWASh relies on matrix operator 
E involved in differential inequality (20), that is accompanied by matrix 
equation (19) generated by state-space transform (14). Note that the 
bar operator (-) is now applied to the transformed matrix E, resulting 
from the original system matrix A. Obviously, for the particularization 
of matrix Q to the identity matrix in equation (19), Q-CWASh becomes 
CWASh· 

By specializing vector function h(t) in an exponentially decaying form, 
the concept of Q-CWEAS is characterized in Theorem 5, which, for the 
studied linear case, is shown to be equivalent with Q-CWASh 
(Theorem 6). The characterization of Q-CWEAS stated in Theorem 
5 is given by matrix equation (19) and algebraic inequality (29), and 
for the compatibility of the latter (Theorem 7) an earlier result of the 
authors is used. Other algebraic (and, to some extent, parametric) cha
racterizations of Q-CWEAS are given in Theorem 8. 

As in the case of CWASh (CWEAS), there exists a strong connection 
between Q-CWASh (Q-CWEAS) and the asymptotic stability, which is 
explored by Theorems 10 - 11 where, for q < n, the observability of the 
pair (Q, A) (Theorem 9) plays an adequate part. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the flow invariance of the polyhe
dral sets with respect to linear dynamic systems has been investigated 
by many other works as shown in the survey paper ([1]). Unlike our 
approach where the time-dependence of the polyhedral sets is a priori 
defined, these works cover only a very special case of time-dependent 
polyhedral sets, when they are a posteriori proved contractive via an 
adequate Lyapunov function. This contractiveness is only of exponen
tial type and, therefore, relations to Q-CWEAS are straightforward. 
However the framework created by the mentioned works did not address 
concepts related to Q-CWASh, just because the time-dependence of the 
polyhedral sets is a posteriori investigated. 
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